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Abstract: In response to potential denial environments such as canyons, gullies, islands, and cities
where users are located, traditional Telemetry, Tracking, and Command (TT&C) systems can still
maintain core requirements such as availability, reliability, and sustainability in the face of complex
electromagnetic environments and non-line-of-sight environments that may cause service degradation
or even failure. This paper presents a single-station emergency solution that integrates communication
and TT&C (IC&T) functions based on radar chaff cloud technology. Firstly, a suitable selection of
frequency bands and modulation methods is provided for the emergency IC&T system to ensure
compatibility with existing communication and TT&C systems while catering to the future needs
of IC&T. Subsequently, theoretical analyses are conducted on the communication link transmission
loss, data transmission, code tracking accuracy, and anti-multipath model of the emergency IC&T
system based on the chosen frequency band and modulation mode. This paper proposes a dual-way
asynchronous precision ranging and time synchronization (DWAPR&TS) system employing dual
one-way ranging (DOWR) measurement, a dual-way asynchronous incoherent Doppler velocity
measurement (DWAIDVM) system, and a single baseline angle measurement system. Next, we
analyze the physical characteristics of the radar chaff and establish a dynamic model of spherical
chaff cloud clusters based on free diffusion. Additionally, we provide the optimal strategy for
deploying chaff cloud. Finally, the emergency IC&T application based on the radar chaff cloud relay
is simulated, and the results show that for severe interference, taking drones as an example, under a
measurement baseline of 100 km, the emergency IC&T solution proposed in this paper can achieve
an accuracy range of approximately 100 m, a velocity accuracy of 0.1 m/s, and an angle accuracy of
0.1◦. In comparison with existing TT&C system solutions, the proposed system possesses unique
and potential advantages that the others do not have. It can serve as an emergency IC&T reference
solution in denial environments, offering significant value for both civilian and military applications.

Keywords: drones; chaff; chaff cloud; telemetry; tracking and command; TT&C; ranging; velocity
measurement; angle measurement; time synchronization

1. Introduction

Telemetry, tracking, and command (TT&C) in denial environments is a very difficult
problem. In addition to being challenging in the military field, it is also a very tricky issue in
the civilian field, especially for the work of emergency services and rescue and other related
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aspects. In recent years, frequent natural disasters worldwide, including major geological,
meteorological, and fire disasters, have led to devastating consequences [1]. These events
have caused power, transportation, and communication systems to become paralyzed and
unable to recover quickly [2–4]. This has resulted in significant difficulties for emergency
relief efforts and public communication and has further increased losses of life and property.
As a response, government departments worldwide are focusing on deploying mobile
and flexible emergency TT&C systems in complex environments such as canyons, gullies,
islands, and cities, restoring radio services in affected areas and providing timely disaster
reports. These tasks are crucial to saving lives and limiting property damage during times
of crisis. Future trends necessitate that telemetry, tracking, and command (TT&C) systems
be capable of achieving all-weather, all-airspace, and all-time communication as well as
integration (IC&T) applications [5]. As a result, establishing a comprehensive IC&T system
has become a current research focus.

Looking back at the development process of TT&C systems, in the early 1940s, Ger-
many’s V2 missile successfully applied the TT&C system for the first time [6], which can be
considered as the opening masterpiece of TT&C systems, as an important technological
means of space-based TT&C systems. Satellite navigation and positioning systems were
successfully launched into orbit by the Soviet Union in 1957 [7], marking a new epoch
in the field of TT&C for all humankind. The world also entered a new era of satellite
applications. In 1964, the US Navy successfully built the navy navigation satellite system
(NNSS), also known as the Transit system [8], which was the first generation of satellite
navigation systems. The satellites in the NNSS sent signals to ground stations, which
synchronized the received signals and then calculated the positioning information. The
actual measurement accuracy of the system after a successful launch was 70 m, which was
upgraded to 30 m in 1976 [9]. However, with the development of satellite technology, NSSS
withdrew from the historical stage in 1996, being replaced by a global positioning system
(GPS) with a better performance. The deep space network (DSN) in the US is the world’s
largest and most sensitive TT&C network. Since the full use of new digital receivers by the
DSN in 1997, the system can an achieve ranging accuracy of better than 0.6 m and a velocity
measurement accuracy of 0.03 m/s [10]. The European space agency (ESA) proposed the
navigation satellite (Navsat) program in 1982. If the Navsat system uses spread spectrum
code for positioning, the accuracy can reach 10 m. If uses continuous carrier positioning,
the accuracy is relatively low, within an error range of about 100 m. In 2002, the ESA built a
new deep space base station with a ranging accuracy of better than 0.9 m [11]. The global
navigation satellite systems (GNSSs) represented by GPS are a more successful engineering
implementation that can achieve global coverage and all-weather positioning. When using
a new spread spectrum pseudocode algorithm, the positioning accuracy can reach up to
1 m [12]. As another type of space-based TT&C method, the tracking and data relay satellite
system (TDRSS), is also the main space-based measurement and control means. In 1983, the
US launched the first TDRSS satellite, TDRS-1, ushering in a new era of space-based TT&C.
TDRSS mainly uses data relay as a technical means [13]. Medium-orbit spacecrafts transmit
information to ground stations through the relay function of low-orbit spacecrafts. This
space-based TT&C thinking improves the coverage range of communication and TT&C of
the entire satellite system.

The accomplishments of the aforementioned satellite systems are remarkable. How-
ever, when encountering denial environments due to extreme challenges, despite having
corresponding anti-interference or multi-path mitigation technical capabilities, traditional
TT&C and navigation systems overly depend on satellites. For example, in the GNSSs
denial environment, drone positioning is enhanced through multiple terrestrial signals
of opportunity (SOPs), the use of a small number of expensive heterogeneous agents, or
asynchronous multi-sensor information fusion. Additionally the internet LEO constellation
replaces the traditional GNSS to ensure the drones’ location service [14–20]. However, tra-
ditional solutions with poor real-time performance and excessive reliance on high-precision
sensors or LEO satellite systems may result in unsustainable auxiliary means corresponding
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to TT&C systems and even an inability to provide services [21,22]. This leads to the guided
weapons in the military field being unable to play a role. In the civil field, similar services
such as freight, aerial photography, traffic patrol, disaster search and rescue, environmental
monitoring, dangerous area detection, and relay emergency response cannot be carried out
normally. Therefore, researchers began to research space-based emergency TT&C methods
in the restricted environment. In the 1950s, meteor remnant communication and TT&C be-
gan to be studied [23] due to their complete independence from meteorological conditions
such as sunspot eruptions, magnetic storms, and ionospheric disturbances. These advan-
tages were the shortcomings of satellite communication. Therefore, meteor residual trace
communication is a very ideal means of emergency communication and TT&C. However,
due to the excessive reliance on meteors, the system’s pass rate was low, its stability was
poor, and it had significant random burst characteristics and strictly limited service times
which could not meet the relay TT&C requirements in denial environments. Observation
balloons were one of the most intuitive and easily mastered battlefield observation devices
before the advent of reconnaissance aircrafts, satellites, and other technologies. They were
widely used in both World War I and World War II [24], but they are not considered strict
emergency TT&C systems. Essentially, they are reconnaissance and air blockage defense
systems. With the rapid development of unmanned platform technology, the use of mobile
tethered balloons and small remote-controlled airships on lighter than air craft (LTAC)
platforms equipped with various communication, observation, monitoring, and other com-
munication relay electronic devices can temporarily build emergency TT&C systems [25].
However, the coverage of relay TT&C systems based on LTAC platforms is limited, and they
are severely affected by environmental factors. Therefore, they do not have the conditions
for all-weather use. Radar chaff was the earliest and most effective jamming equipment
in passive radar jamming technology. Widely used during World War II [26], it had the
advantages of wide frequency bands, strong adaptability, convenient use, obvious jamming
effects, and low costs. Its application is becoming increasingly widespread. Dropping
chaff-jamming bombs can form chaff clouds to attract missile tracking and protect platform
safety. Due to the light weight of the chaff, it has a slow descent speed in the air and
can float in the air for a long time. Chaff clouds can be formed by ground artillery firing,
aircraft, or aerial vehicle deployment to designated heights. These clouds can then be used
as relay communication and TT&C systems [27–29].

The traditional TT&C structure and function are separate and single, although the
current research on TT&C is more in-depth [28–42]. The functions and connotations of
TT&C have evolved from TT&C systems to IC&T systems, but with the development
of TT&C technology, various applications have also put forward new requirements for
TT&C. However, research on IC&T mostly remains in the conception stage. There is
very little systematic theoretical research work, and engineering achievements are almost
blank. In view of this, in this paper, a single station emergency IC&T technique in a denial
environment is studied using chaff clouds as relay systems. In response to emergency
situations where various support systems are unable to function and existing emergency
communication and monitoring systems are subject to various limitations, based on the
excellent characteristics of the radar chaff, through its reasonable deployment, a cloud
can be formed to provide emergency IC & T services then establish a new emergency
IC&T system suitable for emergencies. This system is flexible and can adapt to a variety
of complex environments, which can provide timely and effective IC&T services in the
affected area after an emergency.

In this paper, we comprehensively consider the complex environments that users may
be in, such as canyons, gullies, islands, and cities, considering the future trend of integrated
communication and TT&C (IC&T). A single-station emergency solution based on radar
chaff cloud construction with IC&T functions is proposed, which can effectively solve
the problem of service degradation or even failure in complex electromagnetic environ-
ments and non-line-of-sight environments. The second section introduces the principle
of emergency IC&T of radar chaff cloud relays, the third section analyzes and models the
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physical characteristics of the radar chaff and the aerodynamics of the chaff cloud. In the
fourth section, the corresponding theories of the third section are simulated and analyzed,
respectively. The fifth section provides algorithm comparisons, and the last section give
the conclusions and prospects of this paper. This research can further enrich the theo-
retical system of IC&T and provide theoretical support for subsequent engineering. The
research results can be applied to measurement services such as distance, velocity, angle
measurement and time–frequency synchronization. Support business types such as TT&C,
communication, broadcasting, and messaging, serving users such as manned/unmanned
cluster aircrafts, vehicles, and ships, it suitable for practical scenarios such as in the air,
low altitudes, surface, sea, and underground. It can be used as an IC&T reference solution
for extreme challenging environments such as mountains, canyons, jungles, straits, bays,
island cities, streets, and underground mines.

2. Principle of Single-Station Emergency IC&T
2.1. IC&T Modulation Manners and Signal Models
2.1.1. Selection of Modulation Manners

Currently, in the fields of communication and TT&C, there are specific modulation
modes that are suitable for achieving information interactions. Great accomplishments have
been made in this area, with these modulation systems representing the mainstream and
maturity in current practices. In communication applications, Gaussian filtered minimum
shift keying (GMSK) modulation technology is commonly used, which is an improve-
ment of minimum shift keying (MSK) [43]. It involves inserting a Gaussian low-pass
pre-modulation filter before the MSK modulator, thereby improving spectrum utilization
and communication quality. In 3G and 4G systems, quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)
modulation technology is adopted. In the current research hot 5G system [44,45], the sup-
ported modulation is more diverse, mainly including carrier phase variation and amplitude
unchanged π/2-binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation methods.

For TT&C applications, after the digitization of TT&C baseband signals, the current
trend is to use the digital modulation mode represented by frequency shift keying (FSK)
to obtain high-power efficiency [46]. In addition, considering the demand for constant
envelope characteristics in TT&C as well as bandwidth limitations, MSK and GMSK are also
recommended [47,48]. For spread-spectrum TT&C, typical direct sequence spread spectrum
technology usually uses BPSK modulation [33,49–52]. BPSK is also the foundation of other
direct spread-spectrum modulation methods in the field of TT&C [53].

Considering the significant applications of BPSK modulation in the communication
and TT&C fields, to meet the compatibility requirements for IC&T, we adopt BPSK modu-
lation as the universal modulation signal for IC&T. Next, we briefly introduce the signal
model of BPSK.

2.1.2. BPSK-R (n) Signal Model

BPSK is a common phase communication modulation with strong noise resistance and
simple operation. Its signal baseband form is as follows [54]:

sBPSK(t) =
+∞

∑
k=−∞

akµTc(ct − kTc) (1)

where ak is a pseudocode sequence with a value of ±1, Tc is the pseudocode width, µTc is the
spreading symbol, usually a rectangular pulse, and k represents the k-th spreading symbol.

Specifically, if µTc is a rectangular pulse, BPSK modulation can be referred to as BPSK-R
modulation, where R represents a rectangle. We know that the pseudocode rate and code
width are reciprocal of each other, i.e., [53]:

rc =
1
Tc

= n f0 (2)
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where f 0 is the reference frequency; for BPSK modulation, its value is 1.023 MHz. n is the
modulation coefficient, such as n = 0.511, 5.11, 1, 4, 5, 10, etc. Therefore, BPSK-R modulation
can be referred to as BPSK-R (n) modulation.

The power spectral density function and autocorrelation function of BPSK-R (n) can
be obtained by performing a Fourier transform and inverse transform on Equation (1)
as follows:

SBPSK( f ) = Tc sin c2( f Tc) =
1
Tc

(
sin(π f Tc)

π f

)2

(3)

RBPSK(τ) =
1
Tc

R(τ) = 1
Tc

+∞∫
−∞

µ∗
Tc
(t)µTc(t + τ)dt

= 1
Tc

+∞∫
−∞

∏∗
(

t
Tc

− 1
2

)
∏
(

t+τ
Tc

− 1
2

)
dt

= Λ
(

τ
Tc

) (4)

Figure 1 shows the power spectrum characteristics and autocorrelation characteristic
curves of commonly used BPSK modulation signals.
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Figure 1. Simulation of power spectrum and autocorrelation characteristics of commonly used
modulation signals in the fields of IC&C. (a) Power spectrum characteristics. (b) Autocorrelation
characteristics.

In Figure 1, it can be seen that the power spectrum of the BPSK-R (n) modulated
signal is an even symmetric function, and the center of symmetry is at zero frequency.
In general, we call the interval between the first zero crossing between the main lobe
and the center of symmetry of the signal power spectrum the bandwidth; that is, the
bandwidth of the BPSK-R(n) signal is B = 2nf 0 = 2n/Tc, which accounts for about 90% of
the total signal power. Taking n = 1 as an example, since the bit rate of BPSK-R(1) signal
is 1.023 × 106 cps, its bandwidth is 2B = 2.046 × 106 cps. Other signals are similar, and
the main lobe width increases with increases in the modulation index n. According to the
relationship between power spectrum and autocorrelation, the wider the main lobe is, the
narrower the autocorrelation peak is, and the sharper the autocorrelation peak is. The
corresponding code tracking accuracy is also higher. Therefore, in the specific application
of IC&T, the appropriate modulation index n can be selected according to the actual needs
to obtain the corresponding power and tracking accuracy.

2.2. Single-Station Emergency IC&T Model Based on Radar Chaff Cloud Relay
2.2.1. Theory of Communication, Data Transmission, and Measurement Quality Analysis

(1) Communication Link Transmission Loss Model Based on Radar Chaff Cloud
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The free space propagation model is used to predict the strength of the received signal
in the LOS environment, which can be calculated using the Friis formula. The mathematical
model is as follows [55]:

PLFriis(d) =
PtGtGrλ2

(4π)2d2Lp
(5)

where Pt is the transmission power, Gt is the gain of the transmitting antenna, Gr is the
gain of the receiving antenna, λ is the emission wavelength, d is the distance between the
transmitter and receiver, Lp is the system loss coefficient independent of the transmission
environment, which is usually greater than 1. When there is no hardware loss in the system,
Lp = 1.

The Friis model is a generalized path loss model that is only applicable to clear
and unobstructed paths between transmitters and receivers. However, in more realistic
environments such as IC&T services between ground transmitters, airborne radar chaff
clouds, and moving terminals, due to nonideal propagation, the logarithmic normal shadow
fading model can be used. Its mathematical model is as follows [56]:

PLLNS(d)[dB] = −10lg

(
GtGrλ2

(4π)2d2
0

)
+ 10mlg

(
d
d0

)
+ Xσ (6)

where d0 is the reference distance. At or near the reference distance, the path loss has the
characteristic of free space loss. m is the path loss index, whose value changes with the
environment, and Xσ represents a Gaussian random variable with a mean of zero and a
standard deviation (STD) of σ.

(2) Data transmission theory based on radar chaff cloud
A communication channel is a transmission medium that connects communication

devices at the sending and receiving ends. When the information is transmitted through the
channel, there will be attenuation, and the interference and noise on the channel will also
affect the signal, resulting in signal distortion. To correctly decode the received data without
significant errors, it is necessary to research the information transmission performance
under common channels. Common channels include AWGN, Rayleigh, and Rice channels.
AWGN channels are mainly additive of Gaussian white noise. Commonly used to describe
constant parameter channels, Rayleigh channels are the channels that reach the receiver
without direct path signals. They are mainly used to describe multipath channels and
Doppler frequency shift phenomena. Rician channels add LOS signals under Rayleigh
channel conditions, and the strength of the LOS component is measured by the K-factor.
The K-factor is defined as the energy ratio of the direct component to the Rayleigh random
variable [57], which is as follows:

K f =
ELos

ERayleigh
(7)

Based on BPSK modulation and omitting the tedious derivation process, the bit error
rates (BER) for AWGN channels and Rayleigh channels can be obtained as follows:

BERAWGN = Q
[(

2 Eb
N0

) 1
2
]

= 1
2 er f c(SNR)

(8)

BERRayleigh =


1
2

[
1 −

(
SNR

1+SNR

) 1
2
]

, Not considering attenuation

1
2

[
1 −

(
|l|2SNR

1+|l|2SNR

) 1
2
]

, Considering attenuation
(9)
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where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio; Q(x) is the right tailed function of the standard
normal distribution, also known as the complementary cumulative distribution function,

defined as Q(x) =
∫ +∞

x (2π)−
1
2 e−

t2
2 dt; erfc(x) is the complementary error function, defined

as er f c(x) = 2π− 1
2
∫ +∞

x e−t2
dt, where, erfc(x) = 2Q(2−

1
2 x) or Q(x) = 1

2 er f c
(

2−
1
2 x
)

; and l is
the channel attenuation coefficient.

The Rice channel is a constant value added to the Rayleigh channel. The Rice channel
is generally represented as follows [58]:

lRichan =

(
K f

K f + 1

) 1
2

+

(
1

K f + 1

) 1
2

lRayleigh (10)

where if lRichan are different, it indicates that they correspond to different distributions,
which leads to different bit error rates. Kf = 0 indicates Rayleigh fading, and Kf = +∞ means
no fading. Kf reflects the severity of fading, with smaller Kf values indicating more severe
fading and larger Kf values indicating less severe fading.

(3) Theory of Code-tracking Accuracy of Link Measurement Signals
For a given measurement system, the quality of the measurement performance de-

pends on the signal system and measurement algorithm used, where the evaluation of
signal measurement performance includes two main factors: code tracking accuracy and
anti-multipath performance.

The code-tracking error based on noncoherent early–late processing (NELP) is com-
monly used to evaluate the code tracking performance of signals. The evaluation mathe-
matical model is as follows [59,60]:

σ2
NELP =

BL(1−0.5BLTco)
∫ β/2
−β/2

[
1+

Pl
N0

Gl( f )
]

Gsig( f ) sin2(π f δLc)d f

(2π)2 Ps
N0

[∫ β/2
−β/2 f Gsig( f ) sin(π f δLc)d f

]2

×


1 +

∫ β/2
−β/2 Gsig( f ) cos2(π f δLc)d f

Tco
Ps
N0

[∫ β/2
−β/2 Gsig( f ) cos(π f δLc)d f

]2

+

∫ β/2
−β/2 Gl( f )Gsig( f ) cos2(π f δLc)d f

Tco
Ps
Pl

[∫ β/2
−β/2 Gsig( f ) cos(π f δLc)d f

]2


(11)

where BL represents the loop noise bandwidth, Tco represents the pre-detection integration
time, Lc represents the length of the chip, Pl is the carrier power of the interference signal
on an infinite bandwidth, CNR = Ps/N0, Ps represents the expected signal carrier power
on an infinite bandwidth, N0 represents the unilateral power spectrum of Gaussian white
noise, δ is the interval between leading and lagging chips, Gsig (f ) represents the normalized
power spectral density function of the expected signal, and Gl (f )is the normalized power
spectral density function of the interference signal.

When δ→0, the code-tracking Cramér–Rao bound of the signal in the NELP loop can
obtain as follows:

CRLBNELP = σ2
NELP

(
1 +

1
Tco

Ps
N0

λ

)
(12)

where λ =
∫ β/2
−β/2 Gsig( f )d f , σ2

NELP = BL(1−0.5BLTco)

(2π)2 Ps
N0

λβ2
G

, βG =
[∫ β/2

−β/2 f 2
(

Gs( f )
λ

)
d f
] 1

2 .

(4) Link measurement signal anti-multipath theory
Although there are already a large number of multipath reduction technologies, multi-

path error remains one of the main sources of error in measurement systems. Therefore,
performance in multipath environments is an important reference indicator for evaluating
link measurement performance. The commonly used anti-multipath models are based on
pseudocode and the carrier phase.
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For pseudocode anti-multipath models [61]:

τ = −
±α
∫ β/2
−β/2 Gsig( f ) sin(π f δTc) sin(2π f τm)d f

2π
∫ β/2
−β/2 f Gsig( f ) sin(π f δTc)[1 ± α cos(2π f τm)]d f

(13)

When δ→0, the limit of the multipath error envelope can be obtained, which is the
Cramér–Rao bound of the code-tracking multipath error envelope obtained by the NELP
delay loop lock, i.e.,

CRLBτ = lim
δ→0

=
±α
∫ β/2
−β/2 f Gs( f ) sin(2π f τm)d f

2π
∫ β/2
−β/2 f 2Gs( f )[1 + α cos(2π f τm)]d f

(14)

In Equations (13) and (14), α represents the amplitude of the multipath reflection signal
relative to the direct signal, and τm represents the delay of the multipath reflection signal
relative to the direct signal. In addition, when the phase of the multipath reflection signal
relative to the direct signal is an even multiple of 2π, the “±” symbol is taken as “+”, and
when it is an odd multiple, it is taken as “−”.

Similarly, for the carrier-phase multipath error model, the calculation formula for the
carrier phase measurement error caused by the multipath is as follows [62]:

θc = θm + 2πp (15)

where θm represents the phase d of the direct signal, and p is an integer.

2.2.2. TT&C Performance Analysis Theory

Without loss of generality, in this paper, a single station and the measured moving
targets are researched as two measuring bodies M1 and M2. Among them, the typical
representatives of the measured moving targets are drones, unmanned vehicles, and
individual handheld equipment. Drones are widely used for their excellent performance in
military operations and daily life, including military reconnaissance, relay communications,
emergency communications, and disaster monitoring; therefore, we focus on drones as
an example for analysis, focusing on three research topics that measure distance, velocity,
angle, and time synchronization.

(1) Dual-way asynchronous precision ranging and time synchronization (DWAPR&TS)
system based on dual one-way ranging (DOWR) measurement

According to the principle of dual one-way ranging (DOWR) measurement [63], a
schematic diagram of a dual-way asynchronous precision ranging and time synchronization
(DWAPR&TS) system can be constructed as shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, the parameter definitions or explanations are as follows:

(1) ρM1(t1): at time t1, the local pseudo-range of the measuring body M1 is obtained by
sampling the DWAPR&TS frame header;

(2) τM1_sl: transmission delay of measuring body M1;
(3) τM1_rl: receiving delay of measuring body M1;
(4) τ0l (t1): at time t1, the transmission delay of electromagnetic waves passing through

the radar chaff cloud between the antenna phase centers of measuring bodies M1
and M2;

(5) ∆τ: the calculation value of the time difference, which is the difference in timing
between the measuring bodies M1 and M2 at time t1.

(6) τ (t1): using the clock of measuring body M1 as a reference, at the beginning of the t1
transmission time slot, the distance transmission delay between measuring bodies M1
and M2 is measured through radar chaff cloud scattering;
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(7) τ12 (t1): the spatial propagation delay that occurs when the signal emitted by the
measuring body M1 reaches the measuring body M2 through the radar chaff cloud at
time t1;

(8) dM1: the distance vector that measuring body M1 moves within this propagation
delay.
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In addition, the meanings of ρM2(t2), τM2_sl, τM2_rl, τ0 (t2), τ (t2), τ21 (t2), and dM2 are
similar to the above parameter definitions. Based on the DOWR measurement principle
and combined with Figure 2, the baseline measurement results and corresponding time
synchronization errors of measuring bodies M2 and M1 can be obtained as follows:{

bM1 = 1
2 [(ρM1(t1) + ρM2(t2))− (τM1M2 + τM2M1)]c + 1

2 vm · ∆τ

bM2 = 1
2 [(ρM1(t1) + ρM2(t2))− (τM1M2 + τM2M1)]c − 1

2 vm · ∆τ
(16)

{
∆τM1 = 1

2 [(ρM1(t1)− ρM2(t2)) + (τM1M2 − τM2M1)]− 1
2

vm ·∆τ
c

∆τM2 = 1
2 [(ρM1(t1)− ρM2(t2)) + (τM1M2 − τM2M1)] +

1
2

vm ·∆τ
c

(17)

where τM1M2 = τM1_sl + τM2_rl and τM2M1 = τM2_sl + τM1_rl represent the total delay of
measuring bodies M1 and M2 from sending to receiving, respectively. c is the propagation
speed of electromagnetic waves, and vm is the average value of the relative velocity v
between the measuring bodies within ∆τ.

Equations (16) and (17) are the basis for emergency IC&T ranging and time synchro-
nization and will be used in subsequent analysis processes. Specifically, Equation (16) can
be used for incoherent spread spectrum ranging systems in dual-way asymmetric channels.

According to reference [64], the time interval, time synchronization error, and baseline
calculation formula between measuring bodies can be obtained for time synchronization
as follows:

∆t = 1
2 [ρM1(t1)− ρM2(t2)− 2∆τM1M2(t2)+τdelay−

]
+ (∆τ − δ∆ fM1M2+ + δτ−)

∆τM1M2(t1) =
1
2 [ρM1(t1)− ρM2(t2)+τdelay−

]
+ (∆τ − δ∆ fM1M2− + δτ−)

τ(t1) =
1
2 [ρM1(t1) + ρM2(t2)−τdelay+

]
− (∆τ − δ∆ fM1M2− + δτ+)

(18)
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where τdelay− and τdelay+ both represent the combined drift. After calibration, the error

usually can be less than 0.1 ns [64,65]. δτ− ≤ β0τ, δτ+ ≤ β0τ, β0 = max[
t

|∆ fM1(t)|
fcode1

, |∆ fM2(t)|
fcode2

],

and τ = max[
t

τ(t)]. ∆fM1(t), and ∆fM2(t) represent the local spread code clock frequency

deviation generated by the local frequency standards of measuring bodies M1 and M2,
respectively. fcode1 and fcode2 represent the local spread code clock frequency value
generated by the local time frequency standards of measuring body M1 and body M2, re-
spectively. δ∆fM1M2+ = 1

2

∫ t2
t1

(
∆ fM2(t)

fcode2
+ ∆ fM1(t)

fcode1

)
dt, δ∆ fM1M2− = 1

2

∫ t2
t1

(
∆ fM2(t)

fcode2
− ∆ fM1(t)

fcode1

)
dt.

For baseline measurement and time synchronization error elimination and adjustment
between measuring bodies, alternate iterations can be used to calculate and achieve time
synchronization error elimination and adjustment based on relevant radio ranging theory
and research references [66–68]. After analysis and derivation, the current sampling time
interval, time synchronization error, and measuring bodies’ baseline can be calculated
using the following formula:

∆t̃(k) = 1
2 [ρM1(k)− ρM2(k)− 2∆τM1M2(k)+τdelay−

]
∆τ̃M1M2(k) = 1

2 [ρM1(k)− ρM2(k)+τdelay−
]

τ̃(k) = 1
2 [ρM1(k) + ρM2(k)−τdelay+

] (k = 1, 2, 3 . . .) (19)

According to Equations (18) and (19), the residuals after time synchronization adjust-
ment are as follows:

∆t(k + 1) = ∆t(k)− ∆t̃(k) = (∆τ − δ∆ fM1M2+ + δτ−)
∆τM1M2(k + 1) = ∆τM1M2(k)− ∆τ̃M1M2(k) = (∆τ − δ∆ fM1M2− + δτ−)
δτ(k) = τ(k)− τ̃(k) = −(∆τ − δ∆ fM1M2− + δτ+)

(k = 1, 2, 3 . . .) (20)

According to the first equation in Equation (20), we make the following transformation:

|∆t(k + 1)| − 1
1−γ0

|δτ−| ≤ γ0|∆t(k)| − 1
1−γ0

|δτ−|+ |δτ−|
= γ0|∆t(k)| − 1

1−γ0
|δτ−|+ 1−γ0

1−γ0
|δτ−|

= γ0

(
|∆t(k)| − 1

1−γ0
|δτ−|

) (21)

Namely:

|∆t(k + 1)| − µ0|δτ−| ≤ γ0(|∆t(k)| − µ0|δτ−|) (µ0 = 1
1−γ0

, k = 1, 2, 3 . . .) (22)

Let |∆t(k)| ≥ µ0|δτ−| (∀ k = 1, 2, 3, . . .). According to the properties of basic
inequality operations, we can obtain:

||∆t(k + 1)| − µ0|δτ−|| ≤ γ0||∆t(k)| − µ0|δτ−|| (µ0 = 1
1−γ0

, k = 1, 2, 3 . . .) (23)

According to optimization theory, the iterative algorithm given in Equation (23) is an
optimization algorithm under the condition of convergence factor γ0 << 1, and its result
will converge to µ0|δτ−|. Combining Equations (20) and (23), it can be concluded that
after several rounds of iterative calculation and time synchronization error elimination
adjustment, the calculated residual of the sampling time interval ∆t(k) between the two
measuring bodies can converge to µ0|δτ−|. At the same time, the theoretical measurement
error of the time synchronization error ∆tM1M2(k) will eventually converge to γ0 (µ0|δτ−|)
+ |δτ−|, while the theoretical measurement error δτ (k) of baseline τ (k) between mea-
suring bodies will converge to γ0 (µ0|δτ−|) + |δτ+|. It is evident that the theoretical
measurement errors of ∆t(k), ∆τM1M2 (k), and δτ (k) are all smaller than µ0β0τ, which can
be ignored.
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According to Equation (23), for the specific analysis of convergence performance, if
the initial value of the i-th local measurement point before the time synchronization error
elimination adjustment is set to ∆t(i), then after k times of time synchronization adjustment,
the value of the (i + k)-th measurement point of ∆t(i + k) is as follows:

||∆t(i + k)| − µ0|δτ−|| ≤ γ0
k||∆t(i)| − µ0|δτ−|| (µ0 = 1

1−γ0
, k = 1, 2, 3 . . .) (24)

Table 1 presents the statistical results of residuals under different adjustment time
intervals and times with an initial value of µ0|δτ−| < 0.1 ps and γ0 = 2 × 10−6. It can
be found that for different adjustment intervals, after five adjustments, the residuals can
converge to the negligible limit value, which can be considered as converging to 0. The
convergence speed of the algorithm is also very fast.

Table 1. Residual statistical results under different adjustment time intervals and number of adjust-
ments given initial values.

Adjustment Interval
|∆t(i)|

Residual after Each Adjustment

k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5

5 s 10 × 10−6 s 20 s 40 µs 80 ps 0.00016 ps
10 s 20 × 10−6 s 40 s 80 µs 160 ps 0.00032 ps
30 s 60 × 10−6 s 120 s 240 µs 480 ps 0.00096 ps
60 s 120 × 10−6 s 240 s 480 µs 960 ps 0.00192 ps

(2) Dual-way asynchronous incoherent Doppler velocity measurement (DWAIDVM)
system

Doppler frequency velocimetry is a conventional method for measuring dynamic
targets. This paper proposes a dual-way asynchronous incoherent Doppler velocity mea-
surement (DWAIDVM) system that is suitable for emergency IC&T based on the dual-way
asynchronous communication link between measuring bodies. This system is based on
the signals received by the two links from each other. It then uses a local carrier loop to
perform local Doppler measurements on the received signals, thereby obtaining the local
pseudo velocity.

For measuring body M1, the clock frequency is the sum of its nominal frequency f 01
and clock frequency δf 1, i.e., f 01 + δf 1. The RF carrier frequency is f RF1 = N1(f 01 + δf 1),
where N1 is a positive integer. The Doppler frequency of the signal emitted by measuring
body M2 measured by measuring body M1 is as follows:

D1(k) =
θ1(k)− θ1(k − 1)

2πT
= N2 f01

( f01 + δ f2)

( f01 + δ f1)

(
1 +

v
c

)
− N2 f01 (25)

where θ1(k) is the carrier phase count value of the local carrier loop in the k-th step of the
measuring body M1, and T is the refresh interval.

Similarly, it can be concluded that the Doppler frequency of the signal emitted by
measuring body M1 measured by measuring body M2 is as follows:

D2(k) =
θ2(k)− θ2(k − 1)

2πT
= N1 f02

( f02 + δ f1)

( f02 + δ f2)

(
1 +

v
c

)
− N1 f02 (26)

Since v is usually less than the speed of light, v/c < 1 × 10−6. In addition, due to the
commonly used nominal frequencies of crystal oscillators ranging from 1 to 200 MHz, such
as 8 MHz, 12 MHz, 24 MHz, and 125 MHz, higher output frequencies are also commonly
doubled by phase lock loops to 1 GHz or higher. However, the clock frequencies of
measuring bodies M1 and M2 are very small. Usually, δf 1/f 01 and δf 2/f 02 are smaller than
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1 × 10−8, so they can be considered infinitesimal. Therefore, using Taylor expansion and
first-order approximation, we can obtain the following: v =

[
D2(k)

N1( f01+ f02)
+ D1(k)

N2( f01+ f02)

]
c = v2(k) + v1(k)

δ f
f01+ f02

= 1
2

[
D1(k)

N2( f01+ f02)
− D2(k)

N1( f01+ f02)

]
= 1

2c [v1(k)− v2(k)]
(27)

where  v1(k) =
D1(k)c

N2( f01+ f02)
= [θ1(k)−θ1(k−1)]

2πN2( f01+ f02)T
c

v2(k) =
D2(k)c

N1( f01+ f02)
= [θ2(k)−θ2(k−1)]

2πN1( f01+ f02)T
c

(28)

v1(k) and v2(k) represent the local pseudo-velocity measurement values of measuring
bodies M1 and M2, respectively. When f 01 = f 02 = f 0, Equations (27) and (28) can degenerate
into the following:  v = 1

2

(
D2(k)
N1 f0

+ D1(k)
N2 f0

)
c = v2(k) + v1(k)

δ f
f0

= 1
2

(
D1(k)
N2 f0

− D2(k)
N1 f0

)
= 1

2c [v1(k)− v2(k)]
(29)

 v1(k) =
D1(k)c
2 f0 N2

= [θ1(k)−θ1(k−1)]
4πN2 f0T c

v2(k) =
D2(k)c
2N1 f0

= [θ2(k)−θ2(k−1)]
4πN1 f0T c

(30)

Equations (27) and (29) provide the calculation expressions for the relative velocity and
clock frequency difference between measuring bodies M1 and M2, while Equations (28) and (30)
are the local pseudo velocity calculation formulas for measuring bodies M1 and M2.

(3) Angle measurement system based on a single baseline
Due to the current use of low-frequency carrier measurement technology, it can only

meet the accuracy of angle measurement at the second level, and the baseline used is
relatively long. In the denial environment, due to limitations such as measurement volume,
without relying on GNSS, by installing a short baseline on the measuring body, selecting
high-frequency carriers, and combining pseudocode-assisted carrier technology to im-
prove carrier-tracking accuracy, high-precision angle measurement results can be obtained.
Figure 3 shows the principle diagram of angle measurement based on a single baseline.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of angle measurement based on a single baseline.

According to the principle of single baseline angle measurements [69], in the triangle
formed by the emergency station, chaff cloud, and drone, β1 can be calculated using a
single baseline measurement algorithm. β2 is the same, but this angle is not the true angle
between the emergency station and drone. Therefore, the pseudocode needs to calculate
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the included angle ∠1′ ≈ ∠1 between the emergency station, drone, and sea level. Based
on basic geometric knowledge, we can consider that D′

1 + D′
2 ≈ D1 + D2, then:

D1 + D2 = L1 cos(∠1 +∠2) (31)

H = L1 sin(∠1 +∠2) (32)

h = H − L2 sin∠4 (33)

β2 = π − β1 −∠4 (34)

According to the cosine theorem, we can obtain the following:

L =
[

L2
1 + L2

2 − 2L1L2 cos(β1 +∠4)
] 1

2 (35)

And we can solve:

∠1 = ∠3 = arcsin
(

h
L

)
= arcsin

 H − L2 sin∠4[
L2

1 + L2
2 − 2L1L2 cos(β1 +∠4)

] 1
2

 (36)

where L1 is the LOS distance between the emergency station and the radar chaff cloud, L2
is the LOS distance between the drone and the radar chaff cloud, L is the non-LOS distance
between the emergency station and the drone, H is the deployment height between the
radar chaff cloud, and h is the sea level height of the drone. Since h is relatively small
compared to L, it can be considered as the projection value of D ≈ D′.

Assuming that a drone’s position in the spherical coordinate system is (L, π/2 − β1,
φ′) ≈ (L, π/2 − β1, φ) and its position in the Cartesian coordinate system is (x0, y0, z0), the
conversion relationship is as follows:

x0 = L sin(π
2 − β1) cos φ = L cos β1 cos φ

y0 = L sin(π
2 − β1) sin φ = L cos β1 sin φ

z0 = L cos(π
2 − β1) = L sin β1

(37)

In the actual measurement process, the commonly obtained drone spherical coor-
dinates are (L + ∆L, π/2 − (β1 + ∆β1), φ + ∆φ), where ∆L is the distance measurement
error, ∆β1 is the angle measurement error, and ∆φ is the direction measurement error. The
conversion relationship between the spherical coordinates and the Cartesian coordinates is
as follows:

x′0 = (L + ∆L) sin
[

π
2 − (β1 + ∆β1)

]
cos(φ + ∆φ) = (L + ∆L) cos(β1 + ∆β1) cos(φ + ∆φ)

y′0 = (L + ∆L) sin
[

π
2 − (β1 + ∆β1)

]
sin(φ + ∆φ) = (L + ∆L) cos(β1 + ∆β1) sin(φ + ∆φ)

z′0 = (L + ∆L) cos
[

π
2 − (β1 + ∆β1)

]
= (L + ∆L) sin(β1 + ∆β1)

(38)

According to Equations (37) and (38), the error between the true value and the mea-
sured value can be obtained as follows:

err =
[
(x′0 − x0)

2
+ (y′0 − y0)

2
+ (z′‘0 − z0)

2
] 1

2 (39)

Substituting Equations (37) and (38) into (39) yields the following:

err =
[

(L + ∆L)2 + L2 − 2L(L + ∆L) cos(β1 + ∆β1) cos β1 cos ∆φ
−2L(L + ∆L) sin(β1 + ∆β1) sin β1

] 1
2

=
[
(L + ∆L)2 + L2 − 2L(L + ∆L) cos ∆β1 cos ∆φ

] 1
2

(40)
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When L >> ∆L, Equation (40) becomes the following:

err = L[2(1 − cos ∆β1 cos ∆φ)]
1
2 (41)

When L = 100 km and the accuracy of the angle measurement and direction measure-
ment are both 0.1 ◦, the positioning error can be obtained to be within 247.5 m, which
meets the requirements for emergency IC&T and positioning. If the accuracy continues to
increase to 0.01 ◦ or 0.001 ◦, the corresponding positioning accuracy will be 24.75 m and
2.47 m, respectively. This is a significant improvement in system performance.

3. Physical Characteristic Analysis of Radar Chaff and Aerodynamic Modeling of
Chaff Cloud
3.1. Effective Radar Cross Section (RCS) of Radar Chaff

In practical applications, the scattering characteristics of the chaff and chaff cloud can
be analyzed based on the effective radar cross section (RCS) of a single radar chaff and the
effective RCS of a radar chaff cloud formed by a large number of radar chaff bombs. These
all have great reference significance.

3.1.1. Effective RCS of a Single Radar Chaff

If the radar chaff is considered as an ideal half-wavelength conductor, based on the
definition of RCS, the RCS of this half-wavelength radar chaff can be derived as follows [70]:

Sλ/2 = 0.86λ2 cos4 θ (42)

where λ is the working wavelength of the IC&T system, and θ is the angle between the
electric field intensity formed by the incident electromagnetic wave and the radar chaff.

3.1.2. Average RCS of Radar Chaff Cloud

When a large number of radar chaffs are dropped into physical space, at this time,
the orientation of each chaff in the physical space is random, and it moves in a disorderly
and irregular way. Then, in Equation (42), θ can be regarded as a random variable with an
equal probability distribution in a specific physical space. Therefore, it is only necessary
to determine the average effective RCS of a single radar chaff. Based on the scattering
characteristics of clutter, the total effective RCS of N radar chaffs is as follows [71]:

SN =
N

∑
i=1

Si
λ/2 = NSλ/2 (43)

where Sλ/2 is the average effective RCS of a single radar chaff.
If the radar chaffs are randomly distributed with an equal probability in two-dimensional

space, the average effective RCS of the radar chaff is as follows [72]:

Sλ/2 = 0.17λ2 (44)

3.2. Radar Chaff Aerodynamic Modeling
3.2.1. Optimal Deployment of Radar Chaff Cloud

(1) Optimal Location of Radar Chaff Cloud
When the ground emergency station tracks the radar chaff cloud, it is tracking the

effective RCS equivalent energy center, i.e., the center of mass, of the radar chaff cloud. The
radar chaff cloud should be located as close as possible to the tracking antenna, i.e., above
the tracking antenna. The optimal position for the radar chaff cloud is [73]:

H =
D2

2R
(45)
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where D is the LOS distance between a single station and a moving target, R = 4/3 × 6371 km
is the equivalent radius of the Earth, and H is the height of the radar chaff cloud above the
ground.

Considering the descent speed of the chaff, the irregularity of the ground, and the
influence of the curvature of the Earth, it is possible to increase the height of the chaff cloud
appropriately in practice so that the optimal position of the radar chaff cloud is located at a
sufficiently high position above the tracking antenna.

(2) Optimal strategy for deploying radar chaff clouds
The different performance evaluation criteria for single-station emergency IC&T sys-

tems based on chaff cloud relays result in different optimal deployment strategies for chaff
clouds. Among them, regarding optimal deployment, there are several types, including
optimal deployment strategies based on launch power, transmission loss, situational aware-
ness, and meteorological conditions. Due to the impact of the deployment location of
the chaff cloud on the transmission loss of the link, in this paper, we present an optimal
deployment strategy based on transmission loss, as shown in Figure 4.
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transmitter incident on the radar chaff cloud, σave is the average radar cross-section of
the chaff cloud, A3 is the effective area of the receiving antenna, and G3 is the gain of the
receiving antenna.

According to Equation (46), the position with the smallest product of L1L2 should be
optimal, which means that the transmission loss is minimized. The chaff cloud should be
as close as possible to the antenna of one side, and the optimal deployment strategy can be
represented by a mathematical model as follows:
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3.2.2. Modeling of the Motion Characteristics of Radar Chaff Clouds

When a radar chaff bomb explodes in physical space, it produces a large amount of
chaff, which quickly spreads in all directions in the air. During this process, it is affected by
air resistance, gravity, buoyancy, and wind, and the radar chaff cloud continuously expands
over time. Due to the relatively stable stratospheric airflow, the diffusion speed of radar
chaff clouds is relatively small, but the convective airflow is strong with large temperature
changes, and the diffusion speed of the radar chaff cloud is high. The diffusion of the chaff
cloud is related to its initial thickness, the degree of dispersion of the descent speed, and
the magnitude of the wind speed gradient. The descent speed of the radar chaff cloud is
influenced by many factors, not only related to the properties of the radar chaff itself, such
as material, mass, shape, and length, but also related to the atmospheric parameters of the
airspace where the chaff is deployed.

In the horizontal direction, the radar chaff cloud can reduce its deployment speed to
0 within 0.2 s. At this time, the motion of the radar chaff cloud is only affected by wind
speed. Therefore, in the horizontal direction, the motion speed of the radar chaff cloud is:

vx = −Ddi f
dρ

dx
(48)

where Ddif is the diffusion coefficient, which is related to the atmospheric temperature and
the aerodynamic characteristics of the chaff itself. The negative sign indicates diffusion
from areas with high densities to areas with low densities. dρ/dx represents the rate of
change of the radar chaff cloud density along the x-axis. Table 2 shows the diffusion velocity
of the aluminum chaff cloud under different wind gradients [74].

Table 2. Diffusion rates of aluminum chaff cloud under different wind gradients.

Height Range (m) Wind Speed Change Rate (m/s) Cloud Diffusion Rate (km3/s)

6500~6000 1 0.001
6000~5000 2 0.004
5000~4000 7 0.022
4000~3000 4 0.010

In the vertical direction, under the combined effects of air buoyancy and self-gravity,
the motion of the radar chaff can regard as a uniform equilibrium motion state. The
descending speed is related to the specific altitude [75]:

vy ∝ e
µm g0 H
kBTm (49)

where µm is the average molecular weight, g0 = 9.8 m/s2 is the gravitational acceleration,
H is the height at which the radar chaff cloud is located, kB = 1.38 × 10−23 J/K is the
Boltzmann constant, J is the energy unit, and K is the thermodynamic temperature unit.
Tm is the temperature in degrees Celsius corresponding to the height, and its conversion
relationship with the thermodynamic temperature is K0 = Tm + 273.15 ◦C, kBTm = 0.02852 eV
(when Tm = 300 K), which represents the relevant reduced unit. The value of vy is generally
between 0.4 and 0.8 m/s [76].

4. Simulation Analysis

The composition and evaluation system of the entire single-station chaff cloud emer-
gency IC&T system is shown in Figure 5. Among them, the system mainly consists of
chaff clouds formed by the explosion of chaff projectiles, as well as IC&T platforms and
terminals. Correspondingly, the evaluation involves three major parts: the chaff cloud
evaluation system, the communication evaluation system, and the TT&C evaluation system.
The corresponding performance evaluation involves several performance analysis modules,
including the dynamic model and deployment strategy of the chaff cloud, communication
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and data transmission quality, and TT&C performance. For detailed indicator analysis, we
will conduct a simulation analysis separately.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the composition and evaluation system of the single-station chaff
cloud emergency IC&T system.

4.1. Radar Chaff Effective RCS Simulation Analysis

According to the theoretical analysis in Section 3.1, Figure 6 presents the corresponding
simulation results of the average RCS of a single radar chaff and a radar chaff cloud, where
the operating frequency of the IC&T system is set between 1 GHz and 40 GHz, covering
the L to Ka frequency bands. That is to say, the converted wavelength is between 0.075 m
and 0.3 m.
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Based on the simulation results in Figure 6, it can be seen that, for subgraph (a), the
RCS of a single chaff is closely related to the electromagnetic wave operating frequency
band f used, the electromagnetic intensity, and the angle θ between the radar chaff. The
lower the frequency band, the longer the wavelength. At a specific angle, the larger the RCS,
the stronger the electromagnetic scattering, which is more conducive to communication
and TT&C. For subgraph (b), it can be seen that as the working wavelength λ of the electro-
magnetic wave increases (that is, the frequency decreases), the corresponding average RCS
also gradually increases, which is more conducive to communication and TT&C.

But, the selection of IC&T frequency bands involves many factors, including signal
attenuation, atmospheric absorption, rain attenuation, and the distance between terminals.
The lower the frequency of the L-band, the smaller the propagation loss, the longer the
coverage distance, and the stronger the diffraction ability. However, this results in crowded
frequency resources, resource depletion, and limited system capacity in L-band. The S-
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band has the advantages of low atmospheric attenuation, small ionospheric attenuation,
wavelength, propagation characteristics, bandwidth capability, component maturity, etc.
However, the available bandwidth of the band is narrow, and the directivity of the ground
terminal antenna is poor. The C-band and X-band have special military applications;
therefore, the high-frequency band can be chosen as the IC&T business frequency band,
which also has its own advantages. The high-frequency band has abundant frequency
resources and a large system capacity. A high frequency corresponds to short wavelengths,
enabling more information to be transmitted within the same time. For instance, the K
frequency band exhibits short wavelengths, facilitating fast transmission speeds and strong
anti-interference abilities. The characteristics of the Ku frequency band are similar to those
of the Ka frequency band, although the rain decline is greater. However, the available
bandwidth is also larger, and the effect can be weakened by appropriately increasing the
antenna aperture. In addition, using high-frequency bands can also help reduce data
transmission error rates and improve the quality of IC&T services. Therefore, for IC&T
applications, we can choose the appropriate frequency band to carry out business according
to the actual situation.

4.2. Simulation Analysis of Radar Chaff Motion Model

According to Equations (48) and (49), the number of radar chaffs is set to 30, 300, 3000,
and 30,000, respectively. We simulate the initial motion state at an altitude of 5000 m and
the diffusion state after 0 s, 300 s, and 600 s. Among them, the wind speed is 10 m/s, and
the descent speed of the synthesized radar chaff is 0.8 m/s. The final motion trajectory of
the chaff in the geographic coordinate system can be obtain as shown in Figure 7.
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Based on the simulation results in Figure 7, it can be seen that as the number of radar
chaffs increases from 30 to 30,000, their distribution in the air becomes denser, which is
more conducive to the development of emergency IC&T services in the system. When the
diffusion time ranges from 0 s to 600 s, the radar chaff will spread around from densely
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populated areas to sparsely populated areas, which is consistent with the actual free
diffusion situation. Figure 8 shows the corresponding statistical results of the chaff density
distribution.
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Figure 8. The density distribution of radar chaff clouds under different number after diffusing
over different time periods. (a) Number of chaffs = 30 and t = 0 s, 300 s, and 600 s. (b) Number of
chaffs = 300 and t = 0 s, 300 s, and 600 s. (c) Number of chaffs = 3000 and t = 0 s, 300 s, and 600 s.
(d) Number of chaffs = 30,000 and t = 0 s, 300 s, and 600 s.
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From the statistical results in Figure 8, it can be seen that regardless of whether the
number of radar chaffs is 30, 300, 3000, or 30,000, the density of the chaff clouds in the air
gradually becomes sparser over time. The space occupied also expands, which is consistent
with the results shown in Figure 7.

4.3. Simulation of Single-Station Emergency IC&T Application Based on Radar Chaff Cloud Relay
4.3.1. Simulation Analysis of Communication and Data Transmission Quality

(1) Simulation Analysis of Link Transmission Loss Based on Radar Chaff Clouds
According to the theoretical analysis in the Section 2.2.1, Figure 9 shows the simulation

results of the path loss of the communication and TT&C link based on radar chaff clouds
with distance variations under the conditions of Gt = Gr = 1 and different frequencies.
Among them, the reference distance is 100 km, and the setting of the IC&T system’s
frequency points covers the frequency band of 1~40 GHz, representing seven frequency
bands including L, S, C, X, Ku, K, and Ka.
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Based on the simulation results in Figure 9, it can be clearly seen that for the free space
path loss, as the frequency increases, the path loss also increases. This is not difficult to
explain based on Equation (5). When Gt = Gr = 1 and d = 100 km, for the same path, the path
loss in free space is related to the frequency band of the signal used by the TC&T system.
The higher the frequency, the shorter the wavelength, and the smaller the corresponding
path loss. From Figure 9a, it can be seen that when k = 100 km, the path loss in the frequency
band of f = 1 GHz~40 GHz is about 130 dB~165 dB. From Figure 9b, for the logarithmic
shadow loss model, there is also a law of increasing path loss with increasing frequency,
which can be explained by Equation (6). At this time, the path loss is also positively
correlated with the signal wavelength of the TC&T system. When k = 100 km, the path
loss in the frequency range of f = 1 GHz~40 GHz is about 125~170 dB. Compared with the
free space loss model, the fluctuation range is expanding. This is not difficult to explain.
By introducing a path loss index n that changes with the environment, the free space path
loss model can be modified. Its essence is to superimpose the random effects generated by
shadows on the deterministic free space path loss model. As the surrounding environment
changes with the actual position of the receiving terminal, even if the distance between the
transmitter and receiving terminal are the same, each path will have different path losses,
which is closer to the actual situation. Finally, it is not difficult to conclude that the selection
of signal frequency points for the TC&T system also needs to be comprehensively balanced
based on actual conditions, including factors such as coverage distance, system capacity,
and transmission rate.

(2) Simulation of Transmission Quality Based on Radar Chaff Cloud
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According to the theoretical analysis model summarized in Section 2.2.1, for the data
transmission of the radar chaff cloud, it is assumed that BPSK modulation is used for mod-
ulation. Figure 10 shows the simulation results of information transmission performance
under common AWGN channels, Rayleigh channels, and Rice channels. BER is used as the
evaluation index here.
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From Figure 10, it can be seen that for the same SNR, the larger the variance of the
channel coefficient l, the lower the BER. Under the same SNR conditions, Rayleigh fading
has a higher BER than AWGN channel conditions, especially at a high SNR. Due to the
randomness of channel coefficients, as a result, the SNR deteriorates, which leads to an
increase in the BER. The BER of Rician fading depends on the K-factor. When K is small,
it can be considered that there is no LOS signal, and the Rician fading channel evolves
into a Rayleigh fading channel. Thus, the numerical simulation BER curve will approach
Rayleigh. When Kf is large, it is equivalent to the signal power being concentrated on the
LOS component. At this time, the BER curve is closer to the AWGN numerical simulation
curve, which is consistent with the theoretical analysis conclusion. In addition, in the Rice
fading channel, there may be strong direct waves. Therefore, when using BPSK modulation,
the Rice factor needs to be added for improvement.

(3) Simulation Analysis of Tracking Accuracy of Link Measurement Signal
According to the theoretical analysis model summarized in Section 2.2.1, Figure 11

shows the simulation results of the code tracking root mean square error (CT-RMS) with
the expected carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR), as well as the rate of change of CT error with
respect to the CNR of common BPSK-modulated signals.

According to the simulation results in Figure 11, for Figure 11a, firstly, overall, the
code tracking error of all the signals decreases with increases in the CNR. Secondly, as the
modulation index n increases, the corresponding code-tracking performance improves.
That is, the BPSK-R (10) modulation signal has the best code-tracking performance, while
BPSK-R (0.511) has the worst performance. In addition, the higher the modulation index n,
the lower the expected CNR required to approach the Cramér–Rao lower bound of the code
tracking error. In the figure, the BPSK-R (n)-modulated signals with modulation indexes
of 4, 5, 5.11, and 10 are about 45 dB, while the BPSK-R (1) and BPSK-R (0.511)-modulated
signals need to be close to 60 dB. For Figure 11b, there is a similar conclusion, which will
not be repeated here. Therefore, when considering the modulation signal of IC&T systems,
BPSK signals with high modulation indexes n should select to improve the system’s code-
tracking performance, and corresponding techniques should also be adopted to improve
the CNR.
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According to Equations (13) and (14), Figure 12 shows the simulation results of the

pseudocode multipath error envelope of common BPSK-R (n) modulation signals with
varying pre-correlation bandwidths of 4 MHz, 8 MHz, 16 MHz, and 30 MHz, respectively.
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anti-multipath model.

From the simulation results in Figure 12, it can be seen that as the modulation index n
increases, the envelope error of the corresponding BPSK-R (n) modulation signal gradually
decreases, and the corresponding multipath delay also decreases. In addition, as the pre-
correlation bandwidth increases, it is beneficial to reduce the multipath envelope error.
This trend becomes more pronounced with the increase in modulation index n, but under
certain pre-correlation bandwidth limitations, the multipath error envelope cannot be equal
to 0 even when the early–late correlator spacing δ tends to 0. Specifically, the pseudocode
pseudo-range measurement error caused by near multipath signals is relatively larger
than that caused by far multipath signals. So, when considering the modulation signal of
IC&T systems, the same emphasis should be placed on BPSK signals with high modulation
indices n, and the pre correlation bandwidth should also be appropriately increased to
improve the system’s anti-multipath performance.
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Figure 13 shows the simulation results of the variation of carrier multipath error with
multipath delay for common BPSK-R (n) modulation signals.
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From Figure 13, it can be seen that regardless of the modulation index n, when the
multipath delay is greater than one chip, the multipath delay has almost no effect on the
carrier multipath error, at this point, any modulation index n BPSK signal can be used.
Consistent with the conclusion of the pseudocode multipath, it is not difficult to understand
that the carrier-phase pseudo-range measurement error caused by near multipath signals is
relatively larger than that of far multipath signals.

4.3.2. Simulation Analysis of IT&C System Performance

Based on the DWAPR&TS, DWAIDVM, and single baseline angle measurement system
proposed in Section 2.2.2, the simulation validation analysis will be performed here. Among
them, to simulate the real measurement environment of distance, velocity, and angle, for
the measurement baseline of 100 km, considering the complexity of multipath interference
and measurement noise in the actual environment, especially at small elevation angles
where multipath interference is more severe, the levels of multipath and measurement
noise interference on ranging are set to 300 m, 200 m, and 100 m, respectively. Consequently,
the interference coefficients of multipath and noise relative to the measurement baseline
of 100 km are γ = 0.003, γ = 0.002, and γ = 0.001, respectively. The errors caused by the
measurement sensor are set to 10 m, 0.01 m/s, and 0.01◦, respectively.

For all the simulation validation experiments, we selected two experimental scenarios
for simulation verification. In the first experimental scenario, we set the drones’ velocity to
20 m/s to simulate their measurement performance under different interference intensities.
The second experimental scenario is to simulate the measurement performance of drones
under different velocities for a specific interference intensity. In both types of experimental
scenarios, for ranging and velocity measurements, we assume that the drones move along
the extension line connecting the drone and the ground emergency station. For the angle
measurement, we assume that the drones are moving in the direction of the extension
line at their respective velocity while also descending at a uniform velocity of 1 m/s.
Furthermore, we assume that all three measurement experiments were conducted in a mild
environment with a wind velocity of 0.1 m/s. The ranging, velocity measurement, and
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angle measurement results and errors are shown in Figures 14–16, respectively. Table 3
shows the statistics corresponding to the measurement mean and STD.
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Based on the simulation results in Figures 14–16 and Table 3, the following conclusions
can be made regarding a 100 km measurement baseline:

(1) About ranging, for drones at a flight velocity of 20 m/s, the ranging error fluctu-
ates within 300 m. As the interference intensity decreases, the ranging performance
gradually improves, with ranging accuracies of approximately 140 m, 90 m, and
50 m, respectively. For drones at different dynamic fly velocities of 20 m/s, 10 m/s,
and 1 m/s, the ranging error fluctuates within 200 m. Under the same interference
intensity, the ranging performance of drones with larger dynamics is relatively poor,
but the difference is not significant, and the ranging accuracy is around 90 m. There-
fore, it is not difficult to find that the main factor that has the greatest impact on the
ranging performance is the interference intensity. Therefore, under the interference
of large multipath and noise caused by small elevation angles, ranging errors can be
improved by improving multipath interference. However, in emergency situations,
the communication and TT&C business requirements are sufficient.

(2) Regarding the velocity measurement, for drones at a flight velocity of 20 m/s, the
velocity measurement error fluctuates within 0.25 m/s. As the interference intensity
decreases, the velocity measurement performance also improves to a certain extent,
and the velocity measurement accuracy is about 0.08 m/s. For drones at different
dynamic fly velocities of 20 m/s, 10 m/s, and 1 m/s, under the same interference
intensity, the velocity measurement error also fluctuates within 0.25 m/s. The larger
the drone, the greater the error fluctuation, and the poorer the corresponding velocity
measurement accuracy. This is consistent with the actual situation in terms of the
speed measurement; the velocity measurement accuracy is about 0.07 m/s, 0.04 m/s,
and 0.05 m/s, respectively. But high dynamics are more sensitive to the measurement
of drone velocity under the same interference. The larger dynamic of the drone, the
greater the velocity measurement error.

(3) About angle measurement, for drones at a flight velocity of 20 m/s, the angle mea-
surement error fluctuates within 0.08◦. As the interference intensity decreases, the
measurement error of the angle also improves to a certain extent, and the angle mea-
surement accuracy is about 0.07◦. For drones at different dynamic fly velocities of
20 m/s, 10 m/s, and 1 m/s, under the same interference intensity, the angle mea-
surement error fluctuates within 0.07◦, but the measurement accuracy of drones with
different motion velocities does not differ significantly. Therefore, the same interfer-
ence has little effect on the angle measurement of drones with different velocities, and
the angle measurement accuracy is also about 0.07◦.

Based on the above analysis, overall, the ranging error is relatively large, but this is
related to larger multipath and noise interference, especially in low-elevation situations.
However, whether in terms of velocity measurement or angle measurement performance,
in emergency situations, it can meet the TT&C business requirements with certain accuracy
requirements.

5. Comparative Analysis of System Performance

To visually analyze the measurement accuracy of this paper, this section selects a
measurement system and algorithm that are similar to this paper for comparative analysis.
In this paper, the first experimental scenario with an interference factor of γ = 0.001 and
drone velocity of v = 20 m/s was selected for the comparative analysis. The following com-
parative references were used: Reference [10] is based on satellite systems ranging through
incoherent forwarding, with a measurement baseline of 10 km. Reference [77] is based on
an offshore platform and achieves dual-way ranging and direction-finding between two
stations through a relay, with a measurement baseline of 100 km. Reference [78] uses GPS
carrier phase measurement technology to achieve a relatively short baseline for direction-
finding. Reference [79] measured the distance and direction-finding of missile misses based
on single-station radar measurement data, with a baseline of 40 km. Reference [80] used the
time baseline method to fuse BDS and GPS data for velocity measurements. Reference [81]
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is based on the principle of GPS Doppler velocity measurement, combined with broadcast
ephemeris to achieve single-station velocity measurements, where the baseline interval
is 600 km. Reference [82] uses a time differential carrier phase to construct a velocity
measurement model and measure the instantaneous velocity of the target. Finally, refer-
ence [83] completed target velocity measurements based on the single-station BDS-3 phase
and considering carrier heading constraints. Table 4 presents the comparison results of the
statistical indicators between the other algorithms and this paper, where the symbol “-”
indicates that the corresponding references did not provide corresponding indicators or
did not carry out statistics.

Table 4. Statistics of algorithm comparison indicators.

Algorithm Ranging
(m)

Velocity Measurement
(m/s)

Angle Measurement
(◦)

Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD

This paper 0.318 47.219 0.112 0.063 0.041 0.059

Ref. [10] 0.530 1.620 - - - -

Ref. [77] - 11.2 - - - 0.082

Ref. [78] - - - - - 0.017

Ref. [79] 31.471 21.118 - - - 0.033

Ref. [80] - - 0.004 0.007 - -

Ref. [81] - - 0.006 0.005 - -

Ref. [82] - - 0.361 0.088 - -

Ref. [83] - - 0.035 0.008 - -

Based on the comparative statistical results in Table 4, it can be seen that, in terms of
ranging accuracy, the DWAPR&TS system proposed in this scheme, despite the relatively
large measurement interference of 100 m, has a relatively small mean error. Although
the measurement accuracy of reference [10] is the highest, it is impossible to carry out
measurement work in a GNSS denial environment due to the use of satellite systems for
the measurements. For reference [77], due to its use of dual stations for measurement,
equipment costs and business processing workload in emergency situations should also
be considered. In terms of velocity measurement accuracy, the DWAIDVM system pro-
posed in this scheme has significant advantages compared to using the time differential
carrier phase to construct a velocity measurement system. Similarly, although other veloc-
ity measurement systems relying on GNSS systems have high measurement accuracies,
similar velocity measurement schemes using GNSS cannot be implemented in GNSS de-
nial environments. For angle/direction-finding accuracy, the accuracy achieved using
this scheme is comparable to that of the other angle measurement methods using GNSS
systems, with no significant difference, and is even better than the dual-way ranging and
direction-finding system.

6. Conclusions and Prospects

This paper focuses on the TT&C denial of service issues that users may face in complex
environments. The cloud formed by radar chaff explosions is used as a relay platform
for IC&T, and the communication, data transmission, and measurement principles of
emergency IC&T using BPSK signals are analyzed. We propose the DWAPR&TS system,
DWAIDVM system, and an angle measurement system based on a single baseline for
emergency TT&C in GNSS denial environments. Based on the theory of the radar chaff
scattering model, a free sphere diffusion model of a chaff cloud under specific conditions
and the optimal deployment plan were established. Based on the simulation analysis, the
following conclusions can be made:
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(1) By selecting appropriate frequency bands based on actual business situations, the
compatibility issue between communication and TT&C integrated business frequency
bands can be effectively solved, which can allow for both communication and TT&C
business.

(2) By using BPSK modulation, it can adapt well to various channel models, achieve high-
quality information transmission, and also have a good code-tracking performance
and anti-multipath performance.

(3) The established free sphere diffusion model of the chaff cloud is very close to the
actual diffusion situation of the chaff cloud, and through reasonable deployment,
the link transmission loss can be minimized, thereby improving the business quality
of IC&T.

(4) Based on the proposed ranging and time synchronization system, velocity measure-
ment system, and angle measurement system, although emergency IC&T in a denial
environment is taken as the demand background and various interference factors
are considered, the final simulation results show that in emergency situations, TT&C
services with certain accuracy requirements can be met.

In addition, the integrated system that combines the basic functions of communi-
cation and TT&C is very suitable for many current international applications, especially
emergency response systems in denial environments. It can not only provide users with
reliable information transmission but also measure distance and velocity, providing greater
flexibility for the IC&T system’s communication and measurement functions, especially
compared to traditional satellite TT&C, drone TT&C, and drone TT&C platforms that do
not need to solve platform load problems. More importantly, due to the slow dynamic
characteristics of the chaff cloud, data transmission is not greatly affected compared to
others high-speed or highly mobile platforms. This system has broad application prospects
in both military and civilian applications, and it has a great promoting effect on social
development.

However, although the current research is primarily theoretical and holds theoretical
reference significance, there still remains a significant amount of engineering work to be
accomplished, particularly in breaking through key technologies. For instance, the higher K
and Ka frequency bands experience substantial losses in free space propagation, are prone
to absorption by the atmosphere, and are exposed to attenuation from atmospheric noise,
ionospheric scintillation, rainfall attenuation, and other factors. This leads to weak signals
reaching the user’s receiving terminal and very low signal-to-noise ratios, necessitating
the resolution of channel transmission issues. Additionally, the overall efficiency of chaff
clouds is influenced by factors such as the physical cross-section, chaff scattering velocity,
motion characteristics, and scattering cross-sectional area. Due to their specific usage,
limited information is available in academia, making it essential to acquire measured data
on chaff cloud motion through a multitude of experiments. Finally, to achieve a longer float
time, it is necessary to research the material and delivery method of the chaff to endow it
with characteristics such as a large scale, good scalability, high reliability, and low delay,
and to better achieve emergency IC&T services.
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